For prediction of limit cycle oscillations of linearly unstable thermo-acoustic systems, a frequency-domain, low-order system with explicit modal coupling is developed. To this purpose, a model for the nonlinear heat source dynamics is obtained from unsteady computational fluid dynamics in combination with feed-forward neural network identification. From the neural network, an equivalent representation for the input-output relation in Volterra series form is derived, where Volterra kernels are computed in terms of the weights of the neural network. Then the kernels are transformed into the frequency domain to obtain the higher order transfer functions, through which the modes are coupled. In this way nonlinear energy exchange among the modes can be described explicitly. Comparison with a Galerkin time domain simulation shows that deviations from purely sinusoidal behaviour in the limit cycle are captured correctly, while the computational cost is drastically reduced.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear effects in dynamical systems can lead to a wide variety of complex behavior, such as hysteresis, subcritical bifurcations (resulting in "triggering" of large amplitude oscillations by finite amplitude perturbations), formation of (strange) attractors with sensitive dependence of initial conditions, etc. [1] . The present paper is concerned with linearly unstable thermoacoustic systems, where with increasing oscillation amplitudes, a nonlinear response of the heat source to velocity fluctuations limits the growth of oscillations, resulting in "limit cycles", i.e. steady state, periodic, nonlinear oscillations. As it is not always possible to avoid thermo-acoustic instabilities altogether, it is important to predict and analyze the oscillations in the limit cycle, since the detrimental effects of instabilities on combustor lifetime and noise emissions depend on the limit cycle amplitude.
Accurate predictions of the stability limits and limit cycle amplitudes require an adequate heat source model valid in the nonlinear regime as well as suitable models for propagation of acoustic or "convective" waves [2] [3] [4] [5] . CFD simulation of the full thermoacoustic system may in principle model the limit cycles. However, this would in general demand huge computational resources, since thermo-acoustic instabilities involve various physical phenomena covering a wide range of length and time scales [5, 6] , and they depend in a sensitive manner on combustor operating conditions. For practical design purposes, a "brute force" CFD modeling approach for thermo-acoustic limit cycles is not feasible.
Fortunately, it is often the case that the heat source is the dominant nonlinear element in the system. For this situation, a variety of comparatively efficient modelling approaches have been developed, all of which are based on the combination of a linear model for the acoustics with a nonlinear model for the heat source.
For example, the inhomogeneous wave equation with a non-linear source term, which represents the heat release rate from combustion, can be derived and solved in the time domain with a Finite Element method [7] . Alternatively, approximate solutions of the inhomogeneous wave equation can be obtained with a method based on modal expansions ("Galerkin method") [8] [9] [10] . In this computationally efficient approach, perturbation variables are expressed in terms of a set of basis functions, which constitute a complete orthogonal functional basis for the problem at hand. Both the inhomogeneous wave equation and the Galerkin method can predict limit cycle amplitudes, if combined with a nonlinear model for the heat source. However, if the dynamic model of the heat source has many delay terms, the numerical integration of the resulting system of delay differential equations (DDE) will be computationally expensive.
Frequency domain system models are an attractive alternative, since they require to solve only a comparatively small set of algebraic equations instead of partial differential equations. Linear frequency domain "network models" of thermo-acoustic system have been developed by several researchers, see e.g. [3, 4, 11, 12] . In this approach, each individual element of a thermo-acoustic network is described by its transfer function or transfer matrix. The latter may be derived analytically, measured in experiment or computed from numerical simulations. Polifke and co-workers have used linear system identification method as an effective tool to construct transfer functions/matrices using input-output data set generated from unsteady CFD computations [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Linear network models can predict the frequency and the growth rate of unstable modes, but are incapable of predicting limit cycle amplitudes. The models can be extended, however, to the nonlinear regime with the "describing function" method [18, 19] . The (sinusoidal) describing function of a nonlinear element is an amplitude dependent frequency response to sinusoidal input [20, 21] . In thermoacoustic systems, the heat source is often considered to be the dominant nonlinear element. If a sinusoidal input is applied, the nonlinear heat source produces higher harmonics at multiple integers of the fundamental harmonic. When the system acoustic filters these higher harmonics, or if the flame response is very weak at the corresponding frequencies, a one-mode approximation for the limit cycle behaviour is obtained. Moreover, subcritical bifurcations can be predicted with this method [19] .
The describing function approach neglects the effect of coupling terms, since it is a one mode (sinusoid) approximation. The aim of the present study is to develop a frequency domain system model with explicit modal coupling. Acoustic velocity and pressure fluctuations at large amplitudes are thus expressed as a superposition of several modes. The nonlinearity in the heat source is expressed in terms of higher order transfer functions through which the modes are coupled. A schematic representation of the approach is shown in Fig. 1 : from a CFD model for the heat source dynamics, higher order transfer functions are determined via an extension of the neural network identification method to the frequency domain. Combined with a frequency domain model for the system acoustics with modal coupling, limit cycle amplitudes can be predicted. Note that Fig. 1 indicates also how the CFD time series data can be used to identify a nonlinear heat source model for a time domain Galerkin model in terms of a neural network. This alternative is used in the present paper for cross-validation purposes.
The paper is organized as follows: firstly, the CFD model of the heat source is reviewed briefly, details can be found in [22, 23] . Secondly, system identification based on neural networks is discussed. Volterra kernel extraction and the extension to the frequency domain to obtain the higher order transfer functions are illustrated. Then the Galerkin time domain method for one dimensional acoustics is introduced, since the limit cycle can be predicted with this method and our system model equations for the frequency domain with the coupled modes have been derived from this method. Finally, the frequency domain system model with coupled modes is described. When the input to the heat source is expressed as superposition of the modes, then these will Schematic of the proposed approach from nonlinear identification of the heat source to simulation (in time or frequency domain) of limit cycles of a thermoacoustic system with modal coupling.
be coupled through the higher order transfer functions (when the heat source nonlinearity is expressed in terms of higher order transfer functions). Simulation results obtained with the Galerkin time domain method, the describing function method and the coupled modes system model, respectively, are compared against each other. It is found that the frequency domain model is computationally efficient compared to a time domain simulation and it does-unlike the describing function model-capture correctly the non-sinusoidal shape of limit cycle oscillations. Moreover, the energy exchange between the modes (from the fundamental to higher order modes and vice versa) can be analyzed with this model. To conclude the analysis of results, the Rayleigh index in the nonlinear regime and in particular the contributions of the individual modes to the Rayleigh index are evaluated.
In concluding the Introduction, it is emphasized that this paper is primarily concerned with modelling and analysis of limit cycles of linearly unstable thermoacoustic systems, including modal coupling due to nonlinear behavior of the heat source. Other interesting nonlinear effects, such as transient response to finite amplitude perturbations, hysteresis, questions of uniqueness of solutions, etc. are not considered. Indeed, the method developed here may not be ideally suited for the study of such phenomena.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE HEAT SOURCE IN PULSATING FLOW WITH UNSTEADY
CFD A simple thermoacoustic device with a velocity sensitive heat source, which exhibits nonlinear response at large perturbation amplitudes, is the Rijke tube (Fig. 2) . A heated wire gauze is located inside a tube, which acts as acoustic resonator. A mean flow of gas is induced by free or forced convection, and heat is transferred from the gauze to the gas. A CFD model representing one wire of the gauze as an heated cylinder in pulsating cross flow has been constructed, see Fig. 3 . The unsteady Navier-Stokes equation along with the energy equation is solved using FLUENT 6.1 segregated solver (a general purpose finite volume solver) [24] . A wall temperature T w above the free stream temperature T ∞ is imposed, the heat transfer rate Q · is computed from the CFD solution as the area-integral of the heat flux over the wire surface. In a Rijke tube, the diameter of the wires is much smaller than the acoustic wavelength of the highest frequency of interest, i.e. the wire is "acoustically compact". Also, the dependence of heat transfer rates on pressure fluctuations is negligibly small. Thus an incompressible fluid model is adequate for modeling the response of the heat transfer rate Q · to flow perturbations.
Note that with such a computational setup, the CFD domain does not represent the complete Rijke tube, but just the heat source and its immediate vicinity. Also, the goal Schematic of the Rijke tube with a concentrated heat source.
of CFD is not to simulate directly thermoacoustic instability and limit cycle formation, but only to investigate the response of the heat source to flow perturbations. Karman vortex streets downstream of a cylinder are observed at Re > 40. In the present case, the Reynolds number Re = 15, such that Karman vortices are absent. The use of symmetry boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the domain to reduce the size of the computational domain is thus justified. The body-fitted mesh is composed of 16540 quadrilateral elements and is refined close to the cylinder surface. Mesh independence of the solutions has been confirmed.
With increasing amplitudes of velocity pulsations, the flow in the vicinity of the heated wire reverses, thus reducing the effective heat transfer from the wire and resulting in a nonlinear relationship between velocity u ("input") and heat transfer rate Q · ("output"). In that case, the response to a superposition of input signals will no longer be equal to the superposition of the respective outputs. Also, if the system is forced at single sinusoidal at a particular frequency, the heat transfer response will have nonlinear contributions, indicated by the higher harmonics in the response. To establish such nonlinear input-output dynamics in the CFD model, an appropriate excitation (e.g. a chirp signal of varying amplitude) is imposed via the upstream velocity boundary condition. A converged steady state solution serves as the initial condition for the unsteady calculation. More details about the model can be found in [22, 25] . The next section describes how nonlinear, low-order models of the dynamics of the heat source can be identified from time series data generated with transient CFD simulation.
NEURAL NETWORK IDENTIFICATION
As indicated in Fig. 1 a nonlinear model of the heat source is required to efficiently model thermoacoustic limit cycles. In the present context, this should be a low-order, dynamic model of the relation between "input" u and "output" Q · , valid for a range of amplitudes and frequencies. If little or no a priori information about the problem physics is available, non-parametric black box identification based on measured or computed input and output time series data can be used, even for highly nonlinear systems [26, 27] . For the present case of a wire in pulsating cross flow, Selimefendigil et al. have explored strategies for nonlinear black box identification from computed time series data [23, 25] .
Figure 3:
Geometry and boundary conditions for CFD modeling of a single wire.
Neural network identification is a promising alternative to identify any nonlinearity up to a specified degree of accuracy (universal function approximators). These methods belong to the class of parametric nonlinear black box identification procedures [26, [28] [29] [30] . Fig. 4 shows the neural network identification scheme for the nonlinear heat source. Nonlinear dynamic models of heat source of technical relevance (e.g. turbulent combustion) can in principle also be obtained with this approach.
Network structures can be classified as "feed-forward" or "recurrent" [28, 29] . For the latter, outputs computed by the network are fed as input to the layers. In this study a simpler, feed-forward "Nonlinear Finite Impulse Response" (NFIR) model structure was used, see Here the w's and W's are the weights of the neural network for the input and output to the hidden layer, respectively, and φ denotes the set of regressors with memory length L,
The network has only one hidden layer, the hyperbolic tangent tanh(.) is chosen as "activation function".
The identification problem is formulated as minimization of the error between the "actual output" of the CFD computation and the output from the neural network.
A nonlinear frequency domain model for limit cycles in thermoacoustic systems with modal coupling 
Extraction of kernels in terms of neural network weights
AVolterra series, which can be regarded as an extension of the Taylor series approximation, is a non-parametric model for nonlinear behavior that has "memory", i.e. output depends on present and previous inputs. A wide class of nonlinear systems can be represented in Volterra series form [31, 32] . For a discrete-time, input-output data set (u(t), Q · (t)) with memory length L and with nonlinearities up to third order included, the corresponding Volterra series is written as (4) Different approaches exist in the literature to determine the kernels. A correlationbased analysis with broadband forcing has been developed by Schetzen et al. [33] . This method requires long signal time series and the number of the parameters (h coefficients) is huge. An orthogonalization of the above expression using a Gram-Schmid algorithm has been purposed by Korenberg et al. [34] . This has the advantage that no specific type of signal (e.g. broadband) for the excitation of the system is required. Wray et al. [35] have developed a strategy to improve the accuracy of the nonlinear approximation in comparison to Toeplitz matrix inversion proposed by Korenberg et al. [34] . In this study,
Figure 5:
Feed-forward neural network structure with one hidden layer, hyperbolic tangent activation function and linear function F at the output layer. M is the number of units and L is the memory length of the regressors.
we use the approach proposed by Wray et al. [35] . The idea is to expand the neural network approximation output as in Eq. (1) for the tangent hyperbolic activation function around the bias term,
Here a Taylor series approximation of the tangent hyperbolic function around zero has been employed, (6) where B n is the nth order Bernoulli number defined as (7) Combining this representation with Volterra series of third order in the form as in Eq. (4) the kernels can be expressed in terms of the weights of the neural network as follows:
• the zeroth order kernel: (8) • the first order kernels: (9) • the nth order kernels:
with
Higher order transfer functions
Once the kernels of various orders are calculated, they can be z-transformed into the frequency domain to obtain the higher order transfer functions. The first order transfer function, computed from the first order kernel, is nothing but the well-known linear "frequency response"
In the following, the treatment has been limited to nonlinearities up to third order. The corresponding transfer function is computed from z-transform along the three frequency directions of the third order kernel, (13) The general definition of the nth order transfer function can be given as (14) For a nonlinear system exposed to different frequencies, higher order transfer functions allow to represent the interactions and exchange of energy between different modes, involving sums and differences between the frequencies. For example, suppose that a nonlinear system experiences a sinusoid input with amplitude U 0 and frequency ω ,
Then the corresponding output in the frequency domain in terms of the higher order transfer functions (up to third order) will be computed as (16) In the above equation, if the amplitude of the forcing U 0 is small enough, the second term on the right hand side can be neglected, and the linear transfer function is obtained as H 1 (ω). The contribution of the nonlinearity is seen in the third order transfer function if the amplitude of the pulsating velocity is high. The advantage of this representation of the nonlinearity will be clearer when a frequency domain thermo-acoustic system model is developed.
Results for nonlinear identification of heat transfer in pulsating flow
Following the strategy outlined in the Introduction and summarized in Fig. 4 , the nonlinear dynamics of heat transfer in pulsating flow was identified with a neural network. As the input to the heat source, a chirp signal of varying amplitudes was used with St ranges from 0.72 to 2.88. The perturbation amplitudes were A = 0.3, 1, 1.5 and 2. Non-dimensional amplitude and the frequency of the forcing; velocity amplitude ratio (A) and Strouhal Number (St) are defined as (17) (18) for fluctuating velocity u′, forcing radial frequency ω, wire diameter d w and the mean velocity u -. The chirp signal had a linearly varying frequency component over time. For one amplitude of the forcing it is defined as (19) with maximum and minimum frequencies of ω min , ω max and amplitude A. M, ∆t denote the number of the total samples used and time step, respectively. The information about the time lag is obtained from system identification methods. For accurate identification in the linear regime, maximum filter length is chosen to exceed all time delays of the system [36] . The estimation of the order of the time lag in the linear regime, which has been given by Lighthill [37] is rewritten as,
where d w , u -, f denote the wire diameter, mean velocity and frequency, respectively. This time lag for the linear system is used as an initial guess for the filter lengths (number of past inputs and outputs in the regressor set) in case of the nonlinear system identification. One may also consider to create input-output data set using integer multiples of CFD samples at equal intervals (2∆t CFD , 4∆t CFD , 6∆t CFD , ... or 5∆t CFD , 10∆t CFD , 15∆t CFD …) [17] . The memory length of the regressors is 15 and the neural network is a structure with one hidden layer and 14 neurons, composed of tangent hyperbolic functions and a linear output layer. A measure of the quality of identification is the match between the output predicted by the dynamic model from identification Q · NeuralNet and the actual output computed with CFD Q
The fits for the nonlinear approximations with the neural network along with Volterra series approximation up to third order, to the CFD output is 86%.
Next the kernels of various orders are extracted with the procedure outlined in the previous section. Fig. 6 shows the first and second order kernels. The value of the h 0 is −0.00186. For a sinusoidal input, the output from the heat source model will be calculated using Eq. (16) in terms of higher order transfer functions and amplitude of the sinusoid. A comparison with the single sinusoidal response from CFD is shown for A = 1.5, 2 and for St = 1.08, 1.8, 2.16, 2.88 in Fig. 8 along with a linear transfer function. In this figure, the response of the nonlinear heat source is obtained after a sinusoidal excitation using Eq. (16) . The nonlinearity is seen to increase with increasing amplitudes and decreasing frequencies. The maximum deviation is First (left) and second (right) order kernels (Number of the regressors is 15). 
Figure 7:
Third order kernels for values k 3 = 1, …, 4 for the third dimension. observed at A = 1.5 and St = 1.08, but this is less than 6%, and overall agreement between the model output and CFD output is adequate for the considered range of amplitudes and frequencies.
TIME DOMAIN SIMULATION
For validation purposes, results obtained with the nonlinear frequency domain model developed in this paper will be compared against results obtained with established time domain models based on modal expansion ("Galerkin method") [8, 9, 38] . This method is briefly reviewed in this section, results obtained with the Galerkin method combined with a nonlinear heat source model identified from CFD data are presented, too.
In the Galerkin approach, acoustic variables are expressed in terms of a set of basis functions, which constitute a complete basis and satisfy the boundary conditions [8, 9, 38] . Using the orthogonality of the basis functions, partial differential equations are projected onto the basis functions and one has to solve a set of ordinary differential equations instead of partial differential equations. Even though, the method used here is for a simple geometry (Rijke tube), it can be applied to complex geometries of practical interest, as well. In this case (complex geometry case, including also more general boundary conditions), the basis functions (mode shapes) could be obtained from a three dimensional finite element simulation of the acoustics of the system [39] . Acoustic variables (pressure and velocity) are then written as the superposition of these mode shapes with the time dependent coefficients. In the Galerkin method, acoustic velocity and pressure will be written in terms of the natural modes of the duct in the absence of damping or heat release forcing [8, 9] , (22) Using the above expansions for the acoustic velocity and pressure in the governing equations and integration over the domain will result in a set of ordinary differential equations for the time dependent coefficients of the expansion as, (23) Damping coefficients have been determined experimentally by Matveev [40] , they are given by the following relation ). π A detailed derivation of the equations can be found, e.g., in [3, 38] . In the above equations, the heat source is written explicitly. In the case of a heat source model from linear or nonlinear system identification, one has to solve a delay differential equation with multiple fixed delays. If the number of the fixed delays is large, the computations may be time consuming. Fig. 9 shows limit cycle predictions for a Rijke tube obtained with the Galerkin method, with five acoustic modes retained. The dynamic model of the heat source was obtained from a neural network identification procedure, as described in the previous section. The Matlab DDE solver is used to solve the delay differential equations with the delays resulting from the identified Volterra series kernels. The normalized heat transfer rate (with respect to the steady state value) and acoustic variables u ′ and p′ are shown as time series and phase portraits, respectively. These plots indicate how the heat source acts as a nonlinear element, and that in the limit cycle the phase between fluctuations of pressure p′ and heat release Q · ′ is close to π/2, as observed previously by Balasubramanian and Sujith [41] . Two cases are considered: heat source located at x f = 0.15L (left) and x f = 0.25L (right), where L is the tube length. Total time of the simulation is set to 1000 (in non-dimensional time), and a five mode approximation is utilized. The computational time for these simulations varies between 10-13 hours on a 64-Bit processor with 2.8 GHz. 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN SYSTEM MODEL WITH COUPLED MODES
In the first part of this paper, a nonlinear model of the heat source in a Rijke tube has been obtained with neural network based identification, using an input-output data set generated with unsteady CFD with broad-band excitation. The activation function used in the units of the neural network (tangent hyperbolic) has then been approximated with polynomials, resulting in a Volterra series representation of inputoutput relations. For the frequency domain, extensions of the linear transfer function to higher dimensions, the so-called higher order transfer functions have been obtained by z-transformation of the Volterra kernels. This type of model of a nonlinear heat source has great advantages, when used in a modal basis representation of a thermo-acoustic system. Firstly, the input to the heat source may be a non-sinusoidal superposition of modes. Secondly, the higher order transfer functions account for nonlinear modal interactions, thus representing nonsinusoidal limit cycles more accurately. Finally, the inclusion of modal coupling makes possible a quantitative analysis of the energy balance (harmonic balance) of the modes, i.e. the transfer of fluctuation energy from the fundamental mode to the higher order modes, as well as contributions of the higher order modes to the fundamental mode.
In the next section, a frequency domain system model with modal coupling is formulated for the special case of longitudinal modes in a harmonic resonator, such that the eigenfrequencies of higher order modes are integer multiples of the fundamental frequency, ω m = mω 1 . Galerkin time domain equations are used as a basis for the model formulation, i.e. the system variables (acoustic velocity and pressure) are expressed as sum of the modes and the equations for modal coefficients are obtained by harmonic balance. For validation purposes, the frequency domain model predictions are compared against results obtained with a standard, time-domain Galerkin model for the configuration considered. Results obtained with the describing function approach are also presented and discussed.
A model formulation for the more general case of incommensurate modal frequencies is outlined in the Appendix. Note that the linear network modeling approach may also be extended into the nonlinear regime with a nonlinear representation of the heat source based on higher order transfer functions [23] .
Coupled equations for modal coefficients
Consider an oscillatory system state with period 2π/ω 1 -e.g. a limit cycle-in a thermoacoustic resonator with fundamental frequency ω 1 . Assuming a harmonic resonator with eigenfrequencies ω m = mω 1 , m ∈ N, a nonlinear heat source will result in resonant excitation of the higher modes of the system (m > 1). In this situation, one may assume that each evolution coefficient η m (t) oscillates sinusoidally with frequency ω m , i.e. the eigenfrequency of the mth mode, (25) The input to the heat source (acoustic velocity in the immediate vicinity) is assumed to be a superposition of modal contributions, 
with coefficients (27) On substituting this for the input in the polynomial input-output representation and using the definitions of the higher order transfer functions given by Eq. (14), the corresponding output will be obtained as (28) where S is defined as (29) Clearly, modal coupling is introduced through the higher order transfer functions H r .
After substitution the time derivatives and heat source in terms of the higher order transfer functions in Eq. (23) and equating exponentials of the same order ("harmonic balancing"), the equation for mode number m becomes (30) Q · m denotes the mth exponential term for the heat source model. To illustrate the results, let us assume we use one mode (as usually done in a sinusoidal describing function technique-one sinusoidal input to the heat source), then the equation for this mode will be, (31) Here the symmetry of the kernels has been exploited. The nonlinearity in the heat source is introduced through the third order transfer function H 3 . Recall that C and D are complex conjugate numbers and are defined as
, where A and B are real numbers. The unknowns of the equation are A, B and ω. Two equations result by equating the imaginary and the real part of the above expression (Eq. 31) to zero. Therefore, there is a need for an extra equation. This problem will be handled by equating for example the real part of the coefficient of the mode to be zero (B = 0), implying that the phase of the mode is kept at a fixed value.
For a two mode approximation, the equation for the fundamental mode can be obtained from Eq. 28 and Eq. 30 as
In the same manner, the equation for the second harmonic can be written as
The unknowns of the problem are the complex conjugate coefficients C 1 /D 1 ,C 2 /D 2 and the (real-valued) frequency ω. The number of unknowns are five (two for each of the coefficients and one for the frequency). Four equations are obtained by equating the real and imaginary parts of the above two equations. Again one extra equation for the frequency component can be obtained by equating one of the imaginary parts of the coefficients to zero, i.e. ᑣ(C 1 ) = 0.
Interpretation of modal coupling
Now, let us take a three mode approximation. In this case, we consider the harmonics −3ω, −2ω, −ω, ω, 2ω, 3ω. Then the right hand side of the equation for the fundamental mode will have terms that are coupled through the higher order transfer 
functions. In this case, the sum of the arguments for the higher order transfer functions will be the fundamental harmonic. Let us write such terms and their meanings in detail:
Second mode couples with the fundamental through the second order transfer function
Third mode couples with the second mode through the second order transfer function
Third mode couples with the fundamental through the third order transfer function
In general, the contribution of the terms that result in the coupling between the k modes through the nth order transfer function for the fundamental mode equation can be expressed as, (34) where S is defined as in Eq. (29) . The advantage of this type of representation of the heat source is that it allows us to find the contribution of the higher harmonics to the fundamental and that it takes various interactions between different harmonics into account. Fig. 10 compares acoustic velocities in the limit cycle obtained from time domain simulation, describing function method and coupled modes frequency domain system model, respectively. Two cases with different location x f of the heat source were considered. In both cases, the coupled modes frequency domain model captures the amplitude and the shape of the nonlinear oscillation properly. The good agreement with the time-domain simulation justifies the Ansatz (25) of resonant excitation of higher modes by the nonlinear harmonics of the heat source.
Comparison with time domain simulation and describing function
For x f = 0.25L (bottom graph), the describing function also predicts the limit cycle behaviour quite accurately. However, for the case x = 0.15L the discrepancy between the describing function and time domain simulation is considerable. The contributions of higher order mode result in significant departure from sinusoidal behaviour, and obviously the describing function cannot capture this effect.
The low order model in the frequency domain requires solving a system of nonlinear algebraic equations instead of solving ordinary differential equations with delay terms. This makes a big difference for the computational requirements: the computational time has reduced drastically from 10-13 hours with the time domain formulation to 5-8 minutes with the coupled mode frequency domain model. 
Rayleigh index and energy balance in the nonlinear regime
The energy gained from the heat source will be equal to energy dissipated by the modes when the limit cycle is reached. The energy gained from the local heat source can be directly related to the Rayleigh Index which is defined for one cycle of the oscillation as [42, 43] ,
Next, we will show how much of the gained energy is distributed among the individual coupling terms. Let us assume a three mode approximation. energy gained at the fundamental harmonic, second 7 terms represent the energy gained at the second harmonic and so on. Energy gained at the second harmonic:
where S is defined as in Eq. (29) . The representation of the heat source in terms of the higher order transfer functions makes it possible to find the effect of the coupling terms. First component of the Rayleigh Index gives the energy that is gained by the heat source at the fundamental harmonic. As can be seen from the different elements in the second component of the Rayleigh index, energy is driven to the higher harmonics with the nonlinearity. If the system has low pass filter characteristics, the amplitude levels of the higher order harmonics will be small and the coupling terms can be neglected. That is the case where describing function method works. Heat source is generally a low pass filter, but the important is the nonlinearity of the heat source at a specific frequency and amplitude. When only one sinusoid acts as an input to the heat source, it produces higher harmonics and if these components are not suppressed by the system acoustics, the coupling terms appearing in Rayleigh Index cannot be neglected anymore. The individual elements of the Rayleigh Index for the 21 terms (the terms from 8 to 14 are defined as the individual terms of Eq. (36) for the second component of the Rayleigh Index) are shown in Fig. 11 at the top and bottom for the heat source located at 0.15L, 0.25L downstream of the tube inlet, respectively for a three mode approximation. In the plots, it is also shown the contributions when only one sinusoid acts as the input to the heat source (sinusoidal describing function). At the top, the second and the fifth terms of the Rayleigh index (energy gained at the fundamental harmonic) have negative contributions (stabilizing effect on the nonlinear oscillations). The eighth and ninth terms of the Rayleigh Index (energy gained at second harmonic) have positive contributions (destabilizing effect) and eleventh term has positive contribution. At the bottom, since the second mode instability is suppressed, the fifth, ninth and eleventh terms of the Rayleigh Index have no contributions. Energy gained at fundamental, second and third harmonic with the coupling terms via higher order transfer functions included is equal to the energy dissipated by the first, second and the third modes. RI and D represent the gained and damped energies, respectively. As it is shown in table 1, the net energy contributions at the second and third harmonics are positive whereas for the first harmonic it is negative when the heat source is located at x f = 0.15L. For the second configuration (x f = 0.25L), the energy gained at the fundamental harmonic is positive.
For thermo-acoustic systems, it is generally assumed that the energy contribution of the higher order modes can be neglected, since the damping factors are large at the higher frequencies. What we have observed is that the coupling terms of the higher order modes can have a stabilizing effect (a negative contribution for the energy gain) or destabilizing effect (a positive contribution to the energy gain). After considering these coupling terms along with the damping can then provide an accurate analysis of the energy balance for the thermo-acoustic systems. A possible coupling of gas dynamic and the heat source nonlinearity can also be investigated, since the system equations have been derived from the Galerkin method, and nonlinear gas dynamics have been derived using Galerkin for second and third order nonlinearities by Culick and co-workers [44, 45] .
From a practical point of view, it is important that the neural-network-based identification scheme for the nonlinear behavior of the heat source can be applied to a variety of heat sources, as it is based on time series data and makes no special assumptions about the heat source "physics". For technical premix flames, say, the heat release rate may respond to fluctuations of both upstream velocity and equivalence ratio. If there are velocity fluctuations at the fuel injector, the resulting fluctuations in equivalence ratio will be convected with the flow towards the flame, causing fluctuations in the heat release rate and the burning velocity. For this situation, Huber and Polifke [14] have developed a (linear) identification strategy, where the flame is considered as a "Multiple Input-Single Output" (MISO) system. Equivalence ratio and acoustic velocity perturbations are the "inputs", the "output" is again the heat release rate of the flame. For the case of large fluctuation amplitudes, this model structure can be used as well for deriving nonlinear input-output relations, where the linear transfer functions will be replaced by a number of higher order transfer functions in order to capture the nonlinearity in the flame response. If the system has a large number of delay terms-either for the velocity or equivalence ratio fluctuations-one has to be concerned about the "curse of dimensionality", resulting in very large number of model parameters and increased computational effort. Nevertheless, the methods developed here should in principle be applicable to thermoacoustic systems of applied interest. This will be the subject of future work.
APPENDIX
In general, the eigenfrequencies ω m of a thermo-acoustic system are not integer multiples of the eigenfrequency of the fundamental mode, ω m ≠ mω 1 . In this situation, nonlinear harmonics generated by the heat source at large oscillation amplitudes will not result in resonant excitation of the higher order modes, and the expansion coefficients η m will not oscillate sinusoidally at the respective eigenfrequency ω m . In this appendix, a strategy for handling this case is outlined. Even more general scenarios may be conceived, but will lead to a very large number of terms, making harmonic balancing unfeasible.
Consider a period oscillatory state with nonlinear modal coupling (limit cycle). Exploiting the fact that any periodic function can be approximated as a truncated Fourier series with K terms, the evolution coefficient of the mth mode is written as: (37) Each model coefficient is periodic in 2π/ω, but the relative weight of the higher harmonics may be different for the various modes. Defining coefficients (38) the time derivative is written as (39) Next, the heat source model will be obtained in terms of coupled modes. The input to the heat source (acoustic velocity in the immediate vicinity) is assumed to be sum of the modes (40) On substituting this for the input in the polynomial input-output representation and using the definitions of the higher order transfer functions given by Eq. (14), the corresponding output will be obtained in terms of the coupled modes as where S mi k and ω mi are defined as (42) After substitution the time derivatives and heat source in terms of the higher order transfer functions in Eq. (23) 
